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question      what does it mean to take sannyas ?

what is the meaning of this process taking sannyas ?

madness !

just falling out of the mind

everything is making sense…

do not make any sense out of this

just dive into the unknown

do not make any sense out of sannyas

it is senseless madness

then the pull will come

you will not know why…what is the reason…

you just want to die

it is so overwhelming

the moth is flying…the candle is burning

it knows it is going to die but the light is so pulling

and the moth is dancing around the light

and the flame is burning

the moth goes into the flame…burns and dies

sheer madness !

absolute death !

insanity !

that is the real explanation

the moth and the flame !

this is the word osho was saying once

that the word mauth in hindi is like moth

mauth means death…moth and mauth…

the moth is searching for death

just die !

no need understand what is going to happen

be mad

not enough mad people in this world

this is the mistake of people in power

they think power is the thought that they can obstruct somebody

they can…but they are creating a wall

nature does not like walls

you obstruct one…you obstruct another…you keep obstructing…

you are creating a great wall of china

now to maintain that power of obstruction you need more power

then you need to keep guards at every point…

and then you need more power to see that those guards behave

power is being distributed all over the world just to maintain the obstruction

real power does not create walls

it is so powerful

it says welcome everybody i do not create walls

i have no energy because i am above it all

anybody who knows he has ultimate power is not afraid of anybody

what is the fear ?

that is why i say softness is power

invisible power is what the mystic attains to

this power is so invisible

that nothing can prevent him from reaching anywhere he wants

because neither he obstructs neither he understands obstruction

he does not create any obstruction…

whosoever he will meet there will be no wall

it is simply flowing through and through…

and this is the real mystery…

what osho calls love…the power of love…

invisible…silent…never obstructing…soft…silent…present…

when you will fall into that state and attain to your inner being…

you will understand how truth can be transmitted

it is very silent…so invisible…

you do not know the secret

it is unimaginable…unimaginable !
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